Centralized Meeting and Event Controls

- Annotations
- Thumbmail View
- Page Controls
- Zoom Controls
- Fit to Viewer

Sharing

- The new sharing options show you thumbnails to help you find the content you want to share more quickly.
- Choose Share Control to share one of your meeting screens or applications.

Video + Sharing Layouts

- New layouts let you control how you view your meeting.

- Active Speaker and Thumbnail View
- Focus on who is speaking, but still see up to 9 other participants.

- Active Speaker Video View

- Grid View
- View up to 25 participants simultaneously.

- Two-way/Side View
- Keep all video together next to the shared content.

- Floating View
- Move or enlarge content to better see what’s being shared.

For technical assistance, contact the Enterprise Service Desk.
- Website: https://esd.nasa.gov/esdportal